ABSTRACT: The first Inverse Low Gain Avalanche Detector (iLGAD) have been fabricated at IMB-CNM (CSIC). The iLGAD structure includes the multiplication diffusions at the ohmic contact side while the segmentation is implemented at the front side with multiple P + diffusions. Therefore, iLGAD is P on P position-sensitive detector with a uniform electric field all along the device area that guarantees the same signal amplification wherever a particle passes through the sensitive bulk solving the main draw of the LGAD microstrip detector. However, the detection current is dominated by holes flowing back from the multiplication junction with the subsequent transient current pulse duration increase in comparison with conventional LGAD counterparts. Applications of iLGAD range from tracking and timing applications like determination of primary interaction vertex to medical imaging. The paper addresses the optimization of the iLGAD structure with the aid of TCAD simulations, focusing on the electric field profiles of iLGAD and LGAD microstrip structures and the corresponding gain. The electrical performance of the first fabricated samples is also provided. For the first time, we have experimental demonstrate the signal amplification of this novel iLGAD detectors.
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KEYWORDS: Solid state detectors; Particle tracking detectors; Timing detectors; Avalanche multiplication , Radiation-hard detectors. LGAD (Low Gain Avalanche Detector) structure [2] Microstrip LGAD detectors were initially designed to be fully compatible with the standard 45 LGAD technology. The core LGAD microstrip schematic cross-section is plotted in Figure 1 46 (left) were three strips are included with a P-stop diffusion in between to prevent the formation 47 of a surface inversion layer. N on P microstrips are implemented with a shallow N + diffusion 48 overlapping the P-type multiplication diffusion.
LGAD microstrips were fabricated with a total The iLGAD structure is also based on the conventional LGAD process technology but 59 the segmentation is now located at the P + side, according to the schematic cross-section of the 60 core iLGAD depicted in Figure 1 (right). Therefore, the multiplication diffusions are no longer 61 locally performed and the gain is the same through the strip providing a position-sensitive 62 detector with uniform amplification wherever a particle hits the detector. Holes generated in the 63 depleted Silicon volume immediately flow towards the P + strips while electrons flow towards 64 the multiplication region where additional holes are generated reaching the P + strips after 65 traveling back through the depleted region. As a consequence, the collecting time is larger in the 66 iLGAD P on P miscrostrips when compared with the equivalent N on P LGAD microstrips.
67
The cross-section of the iLGAD structure is shown in Figure 2 , where the different The simulated electric field distribution at the multiplication side for the three incident particle LGAD detector (W3-H6). 165
The analogous electron-injection transient-current waveform for a microstrip LGAD 166 detector can be observed in Figure 7 . As already stated, the waveform duration is significantly Using this shape analysis technique, the signal amplification on a full-fledged iLGAD 182 detector (microstrip P on P LGAD) has been observed for the first time, as shown in Figure 8 . 183 In this case, the peaks of the weighting and the electric fields do not overlap and, as a In addition to the current waveform analysis, the dependence between the amount of 198 collected charge and the applied reverse voltage has also been measured. This dependence is 199 plotted in Figure 9 for the standard microstrip PiN N on P detector and in Figure 10 
